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E DI T OR I A L

Issue 1.2020

The magazine is 
also available 

in the App Store 
and on Google Play:  

mbmag.me/ios 
mbmag.me/android

Dear Readers,

What could the sustainable luxury of tomorrow look like? The Vision AVTR 
from Mercedes-Benz provides a variety of answers to this question, giving 
us a glimpse of mobility in a distant future. The spectacular show car was 
inspired by James Cameron’s blockbuster “Avatar”, one of the most successful 
�lms in history. Its plot is set in a utopian world in which man, technology 
and nature exist in harmony; a notion that the developers of the Vision AVTR 
have consistently taken up.

And not only them. More and more people are longing for more nature 
in their everyday lives. Especially where it is usually rare: in the world’s  big 
cities. Renowned architects have been responding to this desire by designing  
an urbanity that invites you to take a deep breath – with visible success, as 
our photo gallery on the trend theme of “green living” shows.

One of the most important goals of entrepreneur Verena Pausder is to 
ensure that in the future more and more creative minds will be able to 
develop sustainable ideas using the latest technologies. With her start-ups 
she promotes the digital competence of children. This is about much more 
than just training the successful makers of tomorrow. As early as  possible, 
the new generation should learn to face the complex digital world with 
 con�dence in order to make the best possible use of it. For themselves – and 
for all our good. 

Your Editorial Team

Vision AVTR
Science fiction 
and sustainable 
luxury: the pick of 
the ideas from the 
revolutionary study 
into the future by 
Mercedes-Benz
Page 16 

Green living 
Where exactly  
is the longing  
for more nature  
in the city  
taking us? 
To blossoming  
houses! 
Page 44 CO
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The Vision AVTR: more than fantasy
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1 2 3 4 5

Around the world: what our photographers and authors experienced

C ON T R I BU T OR S

1  Marlene Sørensen – Berlin 
Interview with the entre-
preneur Verena Pausder

3  Florian Roser – Portugal
The photographer accom-
panied surfer Marlon Lipke

2  Conny Mirbach – Stuttgart  
Photographer of design 
legend Bruno Sacco

4  Stephanie Füssenich – Paris 
Photo shoot with founder 
Margaux Hammer

The mother of a  ve-year-old 
talked to the businesswoman 
about the digital education of 
children. Among other things 
that she took away with her  
is that we ought not to be too 
quick to issue bans. 

Germany’s most successful 
surfer lives in Lagos. Roser 
met the athlete to embark on 
a road trip to the city of 
Lisbon, making sustainable 
stops along the way.

Creativity and tasteful e�ects 
distinguish the photography  
of Munich’s Conny Mirbach. 
This is evident in his 
portraits of Bruno Sacco,  
who left his thumbprint on 
Mercedes-Benz design.

Margaux Hammer’s French 
Curiosity Club encourages 
members to follow their 
curiosity. Füssenich did just 
that as she photographed  
the entrepreneur.

1 Berlin, 2 Stuttgart, 3 Portugal,  
4 Paris, 5 New York

5  Figure Skating in Harlem –  
New York Sharon Cohen 
teaches children ice skating

Over 200 girls between the 
ages of 6 and 18 participate in 
the programme in New York 
City’s Harlem. A former 
athlete, Cohen founded the 
organisation in 1997. 

Mercedes-Benz is one of 
the founding partners  
of the Laureus Sport for 
Good Foundation

Established in 2000, the 
foundation supports socially 
disadvantaged children and 
young people through 
worldwide sports projects, 
helping them strengthen 
their values, self-con dence 
and personal abilities.  
They are challenged to take 
responsibility, which helps 
them draw on their own 
abilities to make a better  
life for themselves.
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The future on wheels
The spectacular 
showcar Vision AVTR  
from Mercedes-Benz  
was designed in coopera-
tion with the makers  
of the science-fiction  
film “Avatar” to be a 
trailblazer for  sustainable 
luxury. How? Find 
out on page 16.
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What a debut! Silver Arrows enter Formula E 

The team of the 
Mercedes-Benz EQ 
dazzles in the  
kick-o� of its �rst 
racing season

Team leader Ian James already 
had cause for celebration after 
just the first race for the 
Mercedes-Benz EQ team in 
Formula E. Both of the electric 
Silver Arrows led the pack of 
electric racing cars from the 
very beginning. 

Mercedes-Benz entered a 
new chapter in its motorsport 
history in autumn of 2019. 
Behind the wheel of the 
Mercedes-Benz EQ Formula E 
Silver Arrow 01, the Belgian 
Stoffel Vandoorne and the 
Dutchman Nyck de Vries 
(photo above) inspire the fans 
of the new racing team.

The Mercedes-Benz EQ 
team will be competing once 
again in Rome on 4 April. Elec-
trifying motorsport moments 
are guaranteed.

START

Find the full racing schedule at: 
mbmag.me/formulae
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Helping the environment: Cassia Attard, Canada

P OL E P O S I T ION

Ms Attard, you are just 18 years old  
but have already made a name for  
yourself in various scienti�c projects.  
Doesn’t age play a role in science? 
Most people think age is a barrier. In real-
ity, it’s the opposite – professionals want 
to help young people who are working on 
important problems. When I reach out to 
people in the solar energy �eld, most are 
excited to help with my projects!

What sparked your interest so early?
When I was 15, I spent two weeks in the 
Bahamas doing marine research. There, I 
was introduced to really interesting sustain-
ability practices and came back home with 
a new ambition: solving climate change. 
Later, I realised that the only way to stop 
and reverse climate change was exponen-
tial technology. If we had fully-developed 
tools to solve the world’s hardest problems, 
they would have been solved already. When 
I was accepted into The Knowledge Society 
in Toronto, it enabled me to dive deeper and 
learn about these fast-developing technol-
ogies. There, I discovered quantum dots and 
started working on my projects. I went to a 
local lab and experimented on making my 
own quantum dots. Partnerships with the 
University of Waterloo and the University of 
Toronto later allowed me to turn my quan-
tum dots into a transparent solar panel. 

What are quantum dots – and 
what could make them eventually 
 signi�cant for solar energy?
Technological barriers are the reason 
that solar energy isn’t currently scalable.  
I started to research new types of solar 
 panels that are more e�cient, like perov-
skite solar panels, nanowires and then … 
jackpot: quantum dots! They are a semi-
conductive nanoparticle. This means 
that they are really small – 50 atoms 
across – and can absorb light energy. When 
you put them on a material like metal or 
glass, they can turn that material into a 
solar panel, but remain invisible. Typical 
solar panels currently work at a 30 per 
cent maxi mum e�ciency. On top of that, 
most cities don’t have enough space to 
install massive solar panels where they’re 
not covered in shade by other buildings. 

Quantum dot solar panels promise to reach 
68 per cent e�ciency and could turn exist-
ing windows into solar panels. Imagine a 
city where skyscrapers can power them-
selves with solar panels that you can’t even 
see. That’s game-changing! 

What about your other �eld of 
 exploration: “cultured meat”?
I stopped eating beef three years ago 
because of its environmental footprint. 
Agriculture produces more greenhouse 
gases than all forms of transportation 
combined. To  create a sustainable future, 
I want to �nd another way to create meat. 
Cultured meat is grown in a lab, but it’s the 
exact same biological product. Cells are 
taken from the animal and then receive 
necessary nutrients to grow. The di�er-
ence is, cultured meat uses 99 per cent 
less land, 99 per cent less water and emits 
99 per cent less greenhouse gas. I’m really 
excited for cultured meat to take o�. I miss 
hamburgers! 

Is there a connection between  
your various projects?  
If you break it down, energy and agricul-
ture release most of the world’s green-
house gases. I searched for technologies 
that could completely transform these 
industries. Both quantum dots and cul-
tured meat could revolutionise the way 
we produce energy and food without the 
harmful byproducts associated with their 
current alternatives. I chose to work 
with quantum dots and cellular agricul-
ture because those are the  technologies 
that can make the biggest impact on 
climate change.

What makes you think that you will  
succeed while so many established 
researchers struggle to �nd answers?
I’m really grateful to have the opportunity 
and resources to have started this young 
because it’s given me a signi�cant leg up.  
I realised that I needed to start young 
 during my �rst session at The Knowledge 
Society when I heard: “In order to achieve 
unconventional success, you have to take 
an unconventional path.” If I want to crack 
climate change, I can’t wait until I’m 30. 

Climate change as 
motivation: a young 
scientist wants to 
make the di�erence
Text by MARKUS HÜFNER

Cassia Attard, 18,  
was a speaker 
at the 2019  
me Convention 
in Frankfurt.
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AGE N DA

Summit
23–25 April 2020
In 2020, the Global Summit of 
Women will be celebrating its 
30th anniversary. Decision-makers 
in the fields of business and pol-
itics have been meeting in cities 
all over the world since 1990. This 
year’s venue: Bangkok.
mbmag.me/global

The Masters 2020
6–12 April 2020
A long-running tournament at  
the world-famous Augusta  
National Golf Club in the USA. 
Proud partner: Mercedes-Benz  
mbmag.me/augusta

Paris E-Prix
18 April 2020
Formula E is attracting more  
and more fans. Newcomers this 
season: the Mercedes-Benz EQ  
team, which is already celebrating 
its first successes. 
mbmag.me/eprix

Mercedes-Benz Surf-Festival 
21–24 May 2020
In May, pros and fans will be 
heading to Fehmarn for Europe’s 
biggest windsurfing event. 
mbmag.me/surf

Fashion “down under”
11–15 May 2020
Designers from Australia and Asia 
will be showing their new collec-
tions on the catwalk in Sydney. In 
Australia too, the main sponsor of 
Fashion Week is: Mercedes-Benz.
mbmag.me/mbfashion

New notes
8–9 May 2020
Chicago, Paris, and 
now Germany. The 
renowned online music  
magazine Pitchfork is 
bringing its hit festival 
to Berlin. This will be 
an opportunity to listen 
to brand-new sounds 
in a variety of genres.
mbmag.me/pitchfork 

Celebrate together
1–30 June 2020
The St John’s Festival in Campina 
Grande lasts a whole month. 
 Hundreds of thousands of 
visitors celebrate food, music 
and everything that keeps our 
society together. 
mbmag.me/brazil

City, country and the 
river of time
20 February–14 August 2020
At the heart of New York, the 
“Countryside, The Future” exhibi-
tion explores how rural regions  
are tackling today’s challenges.
mbmag.me/country

A life for pop art 
29 May–20 September 2020
“Radiant Baby” and “Barking Dog”: many of us have already encountered 
these world-famous works by pop art legend Keith Haring. Museum 
Folkwang in Essen is now showing an ambitious retrospective of works 
created by an artist who died far too young. Hardly any other event has 
ever engaged with this subject in such breadth and depth. 
mbmag.me/haring

Experience
Mercedes

New perspectives: prestigious events in culture, technology and sport
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Jeju City

J E J U

S O U T H 
KO R E A

Daejeong-eup
Seogwipo

South Korea: 80 kilometres from Jeju City to Seogwipo

ROA D T O H A PPI N E S S

Take the back roads 
through Jeju, an island 
considered by many  
a subtropical paradise,
and explore the 
 volcano in the island’s 
interior on foot

what3words is a simple navigation system that lets you find the precise location of any place in the 
world using just three words. More information on page 8

1  Feast
Off to Dongmun Traditional 
 Market, in the north of Jeju City. 
Treat your taste buds and  
fuel up with some regional food 
before your road trip begins 
the next day. 
w3w.co/detained.miss.savings

2  Hike
The Hallasan volcano: the highest 
point in South Korea (1,950 m) 
forms the centre of the island’s 
national park, a registered  
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
w3w.co/joyous.rewarm. 
inheritance

3  Sleep
The southern coast of the island 
is lined with bays, making the sea 
view from Lotte Hotel Jeju particu-
larly stunning. The hotel is just a 
few steps away from the beach. 
w3w.co/dodgy.formation. 
pharmacy

4  Move
Kayaking, waterskiing, speed-
boating, parasailing and surfing: 
Jungmun Beach is a goldmine for 
thrill-seekers. Discover all  
that the coast has to offer beyond 
the crowded beach.
w3w.co/lizards.booksellers. 
apprentice

5  Enjoy
Cheonjiyeon Waterfall in Seogwipo: 22 metres tall, twelve metres wide, its name means “God’s pond”. 
Legend has it that seven fairies descended from the heavens to bathe in its clear waters.
w3w.co/smallest.drops.reboot

The road is the goal: tips from  
the app Marvelroad to find the 
most beautiful roads and routes.
marvelroad.com

5 km

Atmospheric  
stop-over: the 
landscape of  
Jeju in the 
evening light
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Spring is in the air: enjoy with ease

T R E N D

In each issue, our editor-in- 
chief, Hendrik Lakeberg,  
selects products that will enrich 
your daily life

The best part about spring? 
Life becomes easier. We feel 
the warmth of the sun again, 
the air becomes milder and 
the good temperatures put us 
in an equally good mood. But 
the lightness we feel isn’t just 
a matter of weather and tem-
perament: we literally shed 
the weight of those heavy 
winter jackets, thick sweaters 
and scarves. Our wardrobe 
finally gets some fresh air, 
and so do we.

Vibrant colours and mate-
rials conquer our everyday 
fashion, sometimes so light 
we hardly notice them. New 
high-tech materials like the 
ones used in this ultra-thin 
vest from Aspesi are on trend 
and o�er utmost comfort. Jog-
ging has never been easier 
than in these running shoes 
from Hoka. The unisex fra-
grance Bergamote 22 from 
Le Labo lets you know spring 
has arrived, with mild notes of 
citrus, and the compact belt 
bag from Marni o�ers space 
for all of your springtime 
essentials – like the aluminium 
sunglasses from ic! berlin for 
that cool and casual look the 
season calls for.

Sunglasses 
€406
ic-berlin.de

Vest 
€365
aspesi.com

Belt bag 
€360
marni.com

Running shoes
€140
hokaoneone.eu

Unisex fragrance 
€155
lelabofragrances.com
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More than fantasy
Never before has Mercedes-Benz looked so 
far into the future when developing a 
concept vehicle: inspired by the film 
“Avatar”, the Vision AVTR exhibits 
exciting technologies based on nature. 
This show car paves the way to sustainable 
luxury of tomorrow, when man and machine 
exist in perfect harmony with the environment

Text by RÜDIGER BARTH
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C oncept vehicles usually give a real-
istic look at the direction auto-
motive design will take in the com-

ing years, but the Vision AVTR is no regular 
concept vehicle. Mercedes-Benz has 
peered further into the future than ever 
before, and what it found is enough to take 
our breath away. More than just a spectac-
ular show car, many of the innovative 
approaches are copied from nature, taking 
a page straight from nature’s book – and 
the car itself is almost sentient. But let’s 
start from the beginning. 

The name Vision AVTR is both an acro-
nym for “advanced vehicle transformation” 
and a homage to an extraordinary cooper-
ation: the show car was inspired by James 
Cameron’s “Avatar”, one of the most suc-
cessful �lms in the history of cinema. In 
the �lm, the star director paints a picture 
of a utopia which, in reality, is an allegory 
for the fragility of life, and asks how we can 
create a future worth living.

Intuitive interaction 
The Vision AVTR is a blueprint for the 
sustainable luxury of tomorrow, for 
electro mobility in harmony with nature. It 
sets the course for all-new, intuitive inter-
action among man, machine and nature. 

We already live with technologies today 
that we would have dismissed as science 
�ction just a few years ago. So the Vision 
AVTR is anything but the product of our 
wildest fantasies, but rather the logical 
progression of the company’s  conviction: 
there is no alternative to developing 
sustainable technological solutions. 
Mercedes-Benz describes its course for 
the future as “sustainable modern lux-
ury”. But what exactly would these solu-
tions look like?

Fusing the sensory and the technical
The designers and engineers developed 
this study from the inside out – a �rst for 
Mercedes-Benz. They �rst imagined a hand 
resting on a joypad, a control element in 
the centre console. Then they asked 
 themselves: What should passengers 
 perceive and feel? What are their needs? 
What does it really mean to look to nature 
in every aspect?

Their aim was to craft a car that changes 
the way its passengers see the world. Those 
who enter the car, they say, will experience 
a transformation. Its occupants will 
 experience the world in a new, emotional 
way as their senses become one with the 
vehicle’s sensors.

V I S ION AV T R

 
Putting an idea to 
paper: Mercedes 
designers’ 
first studies 

The 33 bionic valves 
on the back 
resemble a reptile. 

“Avatar”
Rarely has a film 
captivated audiences 
as much as James 
Cameron’s 2009 
science-fiction 
spectacle. It shows 
the struggle of  
the indigenous Navi,  
highly cultivated 
natives of the 
fictitious planet 
Pandora, whose 
environment is being 
destroyed by 
humans. Four parts 
are planned.
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Digital neurons 
allow the vehicle  
to light up – and 
communicate.
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The result is a genuine object of curiosity. 
The vehicle comes to life through human 
touch, so to speak, and the rhythmic pulse 
of the joypad’s light is like breathing in and 
out. Bionics is all about taking nature as 
an example, about looking to natural phe-
nomena to �nd solutions to  technological 
problems. “Nature is and will always be 
our best teacher,” says Ola Källenius, 
chairman of the Board of Management at 
Mercedes-Benz AG, speaking at the vehi-
cle’s unveiling. “It has created perfect 
closed loops so nothing is wasted.”

The concept vehicle’s battery technol-
ogy is founded on graph-based organic 
cytochemistry, free of rare-earth elements 
and metals. The study is completely auton-
omous and has no steering wheel. The 
driver can steer the car using the joypad in 
the centre console – much like a joystick, 
but more intuitive. 

Compostable battery
The Vision AVTR impressively demon-
strates the vision of a “zero-impact car”, a 
climate-neutral car, says Markus Schäfer, 
member of the Board of Management 
responsible for development. The batteries 
are compostable and therefore completely 
recyclable. Mercedes-Benz is thus showing 
the way to a complete recycling economy. 
Incidentally, all models are already 95 per-
cent recyclable today.

The developers at Mercedes-Benz took 
inspiration from nature in terms of mobil-
ity and communication as well. As a result, 
the front and rear axles can be steered in 
the same direction or in opposing direc-
tions, enabling the Vision AVTR to drive at 
an approximately 30-degree angle.

The engineers use the word  “crab-walk” 
to underscore the vehicle’s  character.  
The rear section of the roof features  
33 bionic valves that resemble the scales  
of a reptile. Their movements are �uid –   
subtle  gestures that facilitate commu - 
ni cation between the driver, vehicle and 
environment. 

The car recognises the driver by her or 
his breathing, and the seats are reminis-
cent of the hammocks woven from palm 
leaf stalks in the �lm “Avatar”. “The entire 
interior encloses the passengers like in a 
cocoon and supports the idea of human-
machine-merge, which characterises the 
whole car”, says Gorden Wagener, chief 
design o�cer at Mercedes-Benz. Inside the 
car, the passenger is nearly completely 
enveloped by a vaulted display onto which 
images are projected, such as a bird’s-eye 
view of the surroundings.

“The Vision AVTR makes speculative 
science something you can see and  
touch,” says Mercedes-Benz Futurologist 
 Alexander Mankowsky. “It points us 
towards a future worth living.”  

V I S ION AV T R

 
The fluid “one bow” 
design can already 
be seen in the 
first sketches.

 
The inside of the 
Vision AVTR is like a 
cocoon protecting 
its passengers.

Show car in action
How do the bionic 
valves communicate 
through movement? 
How does the Vision 
AVTR interact with its 
occupants? Watch 
the video to find out:  
mbmag.me/ 
visionavtr
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Getting digital 
under control

The entrepreneur Verena Pausder is committed to  
digital education for children. Her goal: to enable young 

people to con�dently face the power and potential of  
the online world. But how does she go about it herself?

Interview by MARLENE SØRENSEN Photos by JONAS HOLTHAUS

   
Verena Pausder is an 
entrepreneur – and 
mother of three.

 
The “Dash” robot 
(right) in Haba’s 
digital workshop
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S he is the textbook example 
of what those in business 
circles call the founder 

mentality. Eight years ago, Verena 
Pausder – with boldness, deter-
mination and an attitude that 
said “If nobody else is doing it, I 
will” – launched Fox & Sheep, a 
start-up that develops apps for 
children. The Haba Digital Work-
shop, developed together with the 
toy manufacturer Haba, followed 
in 2016 with an educational o�er 
designed to familiarise children 
with the digital world. 

We met the 40-year-old at the 
Haba Digital Workshop out in 
Berlin-Mitte, which hosts courses 
and workshops for children and 
educators alike. Flashing robots, 
brightly coloured walls, wax draw-
ings and a 3D printer formed the 
playful backdrop for our interview.

Like many fears parents have 
about raising children, this 
arises from the worry of not 
being able to su�ciently 
protect children. And more 
and more children are being 
diagnosed with computer 
addiction ...
Of course, we really have to do 
everything in our power to pre-
vent this. And, naturally, we must 
protect our children from cyber-
bullying, strengthen them against 
it. But it is unfair to project your 
own fear onto the children, 
because they are not afraid. And 
that’s just fine at this stage. It’s 
important to guide their curiosity. 
I believe that the best way we can 
move forward is with a healthy 
balance between openness and 
clearly de�ned boundaries.  

What should schools 
aim to achieve?
First, they must provide the right 
tools. Secondly, teacher train-
ing is critical – including in the 
emotional and social fields – so 
that programmes for real teach-
ing can be developed. For exam-
ple, not only is programming part 
of the curriculum in Britain, but 
mindfulness is, as well. The third 
aim is that we need a consensus 
on the future skills that our chil-
dren will need. 

What are these? 
Resilience and a tolerance to 
frustration, problem-solving 
skills – these skills will all still be 
needed, even in a fully digitised 
world. And digital competencies. 
By this, I mean that children need 
to be able to evaluate information, 
as well as learn creative skills. 
Because creativity is one thing 
that robots cannot replace. 

Creativity is also a prominent fea-
ture of Verena Pausder’s career. She 
opened Bielefeld’s first sushi res-
taurant in her early 20s. At 25, she 

 
Digital educational 
opportunities for chil-
dren were few and far 
between before Verena 
Pausder founded Fox & 
Sheep in 2012.

For years, the burning ques-
tion has been looking at how 
we are preparing the next gen-
eration for the digital world. 
What’s your advice to parents?
Don’t demonise this world, engage 
with it. A twelve-year-old is more 
likely to take advice if their 
mother knows about Minecraft 
and doesn’t just nag them to put 
the tablet away! Then she will also 
see that Minecraft is a game that 
can stimulate creativity. 

Specically, what does “digital 
workshop” mean?
Our approach is to create a space 
that is all about opportunities 
and participation. Many parents 
are already fearful enough of the 
e�ects of digitisation on children. 
We want to take that fear away 
completely. 

E DUC AT ION
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started her own investment com-
pany. And she was only 28 when 
she took part in the “CEO of the 
Future” strategy competition, where 
she had to solve complex business 
cases – and she won. Pausder came 
up with the digital workshop idea 
when her oldest son started school 
six years ago. Before that, he played 
with apps. The prevailing attitude 
was: great, kids are part of the dig-
ital world! Then she realised that 
almost nothing had changed at 
school since her own schooldays. “I 
didn’t get any sense that they were 
prepared for the digital realities of 
life,” says Pausder.

In Silicon Valley, a movement 
has emerged recently of par-
ents who forbid themselves and 
their children to use media. 
Employees in the big tech-
nology companies send their 
 children to Waldorf schools 
where they learn on chalk-
boards and in tree houses. 
If the kids were there until they 
were 25, I might say: OK, they’ve 
realised that they’ve created a 
bad thing that we have to pro-
tect our children from. But their 
kids only go to Waldorf Schools 
until they are twelve, maybe 16 at 
most – and then they attend fully 
equipped colleges. After that, it’s 
on to a top internship, Stanford, 
and from there, their pick of the 
jobs. This only applies to that 
privileged tier of society, though. 
In Germany alone, there is already 
a shortage of at least 100,000 IT 
specialists. These gaps will not be 
�lled unless we teach children to 
learn how to really get the most 
from their devices. You have to 
start much earlier than twelve.

How much earlier?
From six or seven. In my view, this 
is the only way to even out the dif-
ferences between the sexes as well 
as the social differences. When 
girls are introduced to it at this 

 
Headphones in the 
Haba digital workshop: 
playfully exploring the 
digital world

 
Students have the 
morning in the digital 
workshop to pro-
gramme and exper-
iment. Afternoon 
courses and workshops 
can be booked for 
children from 
6 to 12 years old.

How do you handle screen time 
within your own family?  
My sons are nine and twelve years 
old now, my daughter is still an 
infant. The rules we have are half 
an hour of screen time each on 
Tuesday and Thursday, one hour 
each on Saturday and Sunday, 
and no screen time on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday. 

What did your children think 
of that? Probably not thrilled.
It was quite an issue to enforce 
this. “What? Is that all? Other kids 
get much more. You’re crazy!” 
But once it became clear that 
we were not going to budge on 
the topic, it was accepted. Media 
consumption needs rules just as 
much as road tra¦c does. Do we 
want smartphones at the dinner 
table? If not, the rule applies to 
all, including the father, who 

E DUC AT ION

age, they develop a completely dif-
ferent self-perception than when 
they are constantly told that tech-
nology is not for girls. Girls need 
to have the feeling that there are 
many others like them here. It 
starts with them being trusted to 
manage more. 
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In the Haba Digital Workshop, 
represented in eight major cities, all 
children regardless of their origin and 
their level of knowledge, are able to 
explore the possibilities of digitality in 
a safe environment. The courses and 
workshops focus on strengthening 
digital skills. More information:  
digitalwerkstatt.de

Offline for a whole 
month: “I wanted depth 
again,” says Pausder.

The heroes of the 
digital workshop: 
homemade robots

A place of creativity. 
Want to have a go? 
That’s what’s expected!

E DUC AT ION

wants to make a quick phone call, 
and the mother, who wants to 
send a quick email. 

Wasn’t that hard for you?
Not at the dinner table. But 
switching from being permanently 
online in the o¦ce to completely 
o§ine for a few hours at home is 
like going cold turkey every time. 
I’ve already tried everything pos-
sible to stick to it, for example 
by having every app shut down 
between 6:00 and 8:30 p.m. 

Pausder is keenly aware of the 
power of digital, so she took a dig-
ital time-out at the beginning of 
this year. She is also retiring from 

the management of her two compa-
nies, and moving into a position on  
Haba Digital’s advisory board.

What prompted the desire for 
some time out? 
I wanted to focus on just one thing 
again, instead of constantly think-
ing in parallel tracks. And I have 
to admit: things get along very 
well without my involvement. I’ve 
had eight years juggling two com-
panies, my children and various 
other activities. But there wasn’t 
any depth in my life. I no longer 
wanted to have to turn every 
conversation into a to-do list. I 
thought to myself: ‘I'll take this 
luxury now.’
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Artificial eyes, cameras, 
speakers? No, a  
programmable robot
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Intelligent helpers

T H E S E R I E S :  AU T OM AT E D DR I V I NG ,  PA R T 2

In the newest Mercedes-Benz models, supportive assistance systems  
are included as standard. With the help of radar systems,  
cameras and ultrasonic sensors, vehicles can be made safer than ever.  
They are also a precursor to automated driving

Text by HENDRIK LAKEBERG Illustrations by ROCKET & WINK
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T his is the function that is already 
being built into many of the new 
Mercedes-Benz models, but it is 

not yet as well known as it could – and 
should – be. Manoeuvring the car into 
tight parking spaces is one of the more 
annoying tasks in everyday tra�c. How-
ever, drivers of all the Mercedes-Benz 
vehicles that are equipped with the Active 
Parking Assist Parktronic are substantially 
supported while parking. The technology is 
extraordinary in two ways: First, it makes 
the driving we do every day signi�cantly 
easier. And second – like many other assis-
tance systems – it is a precursor to fully 
automated driving.

These supportive assistance features 
from Mercedes have names like Active 

Speed Limit Assist, Active Emergency 
Stop Assist, Active Brake Assist with 
cross-tra�c function, and Evasive Steer-
ing Assist – to name just a few of them. 
In most cases, of course, their functions 
are extremely important: not only do they 
support the driver, they can also improve 
passenger safety.

This development is seeing increasingly 
systematic implementation. In a nutshell, 
automated driving could eventually allow 
us to decide whether we want to drive 
ourselves or let the vehicle take control. 
There is still a long way to go before we 

get to level 5 of automated driving and 
are being driven around city centres by 
an automated driving service. However, 
some areas of level 3 of automated driv-
ing (for an explanation, see page 35) are 
almost ready for use in daily life. Dr Dieter 
Zetsche, the former CEO, announced in 
May 2019: “The new S-Class will take us 
to the next level. At level 3, the car will 
be able, under certain circumstances, to 
travel completely autonomously for long 
stretches on the motorway.” 

Dr Martin Hart is responsible for the 
assistance systems at Mercedes-Benz. He 
explains it like this: “In the new S-Class, it 
will be possible, under certain conditions, 
to take your hands o£ the steering wheel 
on the motorway while the car is driving 
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on its own.” One of the bene�ts promised 
by the concept of automated driving is 
that it will give to the driver the time that 
is usually lost because the driver has not 
yet been allowed to turn away from traf-
fic. In some situations, this technology 
will therefore be particularly advanta-
geous – like for long drives on the motor-
way – and as this technology becomes a 
regular part of daily life in these circum-
stances, this promise is already starting to 

be ful�lled. For the Mercedes-Benz AG, this 
is a big step exactly because it proves how 
much the company trusts this technology.

Radars and more
The way to these developments has been 
paved by several basic technologies, 
which provide all the relevant information. 

Ultrasonic and radar sensors continuously 
scan the area. These are supported by 
cameras that use algorithms to not only 
map the driving environment, but also to 
interpret the images. Live HD maps pro-
vide the precise location of the vehicle 
within the environment – with real-time 
updates via cloud connection. 

There is one task that all technologies 
have in common: to create a picture of 
the driving environment that is as precise 
and as complete as possible. In tra�c, it 
is absolutely crucial that the vehicle can 
react within seconds, or even milliseconds. 
To do this, all of the incoming information 
must be combined and processed at a 
lightning pace. 

“In the new S-Class, it will be possible,  
under certain conditions, to take your hands 
o� the steering wheel on the motorway 
while the car is driving on its own”
Dr Martin Hart, head of Assistance Systems and Active Safety, Mercedes-Benz AG
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“Sensor fusion is at the very  pinnacle 
of environment detection,” explains 
Michael Maile, head of Sensor Fusion for 
Mercedes-Benz Research & Development 
North America, located in Silicon Valley. 
“That’s what combines all data together. 
The goal is to create an image of the envi-
ronment that is as precise as such an 
image can possibly be.” 

This is a big challenge out in the heavy 
traffic of the city centre, as the vehicle 
must not only di£erentiate all the various 
obstacles on the streets, but also identify 
them. Children on the sidewalk, adult 
pedestrians, joggers, cyclists and motor-
bike riders, parked delivery vans and 

moving cars all have di£erent and unique 
motion pro�les. The engineers and pro-
grammers at Mercedes-Benz are in the 
process of developing special algorithms to 
enable the vehicle to identify them and to 
assess and predict their behaviour. In the 
long term, the car’s perception skills must 
be just as good as those of any person driv-
ing on the road. 

“The goal is to create an image of the 
environment that is as precise as can be”
Michael Maile, head of Sensor Fusion, Mercedes-Benz Research & Development North America

Complex challenge
Even the simplest processes that we �nd 
obvious as humans must be taught to a 
computer, and the exact way this must be 
done can be complicated. The city centre is 
thus a particularly complex challenge, as 
we addressed in the �rst part of the series 
(Mercedes me, issue 4/2019). Fast roads 
with more regulated, flowing traffic like 
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The automated driving levels 
range from 0 to 5 and were 
defined by the Society of  
Automotive Engineers (SAE).  
While level 5 designates 
a driverless vehicle,  
the focus at Mercedes-Benz is 
currently on levels 3 and 4. 

Level 3

The assistance system is able  
to perceive the environment  
using cameras and sensors,  
and to drive independently in 
certain driving situations – this is 
possible with the new S-Class.

Level 4 

The vehicle (cars and trucks)  
can handle all driving situations 
independently, but only in certain 
places such as pre-defined cities 
or on motorways and fast roads. 
The driver does not generally need 
to do anything, as the vehicle is 
able to give a sufficiently flexible 
and precise response without 
human intervention. 

motorways and highways are simpler, and 
much easier for the technology to manage. 

In the commercial vehicle sector, 
Daimler Truck AG already o£ers partially  
automated  driving systems ex works 
to its three most important markets. 
These systems are to be found in the 
Mercedes-Benz Actros, the Freightliner 
Cascadia and the Fuso Super Great. The 
next logical step in the commercial vehicle 
sector is fully automated driving accord-
ing to SAE level 4. To start with, Daimler 
Truck AG is focusing on use of the sys-
tem along de�ned routes on some Amer-
ican highways between logistics junctions. 
The ultimate aim is to manufacture this 
technology in series within the next dec-
ade. Fully automated trucks can help ful-
�l the growing transport demand with an 
increase in e�ciency and productivity, and 

IN FOCUS: AUTOMATED 
 DRIVING LEVELS 3 AND 4

they can help to potentially enhance safety 
for everyone on the roads. 

Another practical everyday bene�t is 
the innovative parking system, Automated 
Valet Parking (AVP), which Mercedes-Benz 
has developed in cooperation with Bosch. 
The system prototype can be tested now 
in the Mercedes-Benz Museum. “You 
simply leave the vehicle in the reception 
area and pick it up from there again,” 
explains Dr Martin Hart. “The vehicle does 
all the rest.” 

This not only relieves stress for drivers, 
but also saves something that there can 
never be enough of: time. 

For information about 
Mercedes-Benz assistance 
 systems, scan the QR code. 
mbmag.me/assistancesystems
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The former chief 
designer takes the 
wheel of the E-Class 
“Coupé” on the 
road to his favourite 
Italian restaurant in 
Sindelfingen. 

T I M E T R AV E L

What did the  
future look  
like in the past,  
Mr Sacco?
As Head of Styling, and later Chief Designer of Mercedes-Benz, he shaped 
the brand from 1975 to 1999: Bruno Sacco is considered one of the most 
important automotive designers of the 20th century. We visited him  
at his home in Sindel�ngen and took a journey through time together

Interview by JÖRG HEUER Photos by CONSTANTIN MIRBACH
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T he legendary 86-year-old automotive designer 
arrives for our appointment punctually, styl-
ishly dressed and ready to go. He wants to 

drive his new E-Class “Coupé” today, the colour of 
which perfectly matches his hat and suit. The second 
car parked in his garage – he o�cially took it o� the 
road over winter – is a classic car from the period he 
spent de�ning the Mercedes-Benz design with precise 
elegance. It is a Sacco Coupé: a 560 SEC (C 126) built 
in 1989, painted in dark blue just like the E-Class. “In 
many cases, I �nd that the Coupé is the paradigm for 
the series,” explains Bruno Sacco, adding: “The art 
of omission. For me, that’s the essence of success-
ful design.” 

His �rst notable success in this respect was in 1979, 
with the second generation of the S-Class (W 126), 
which has a balanced, streamlined and uncomplicated 
design that established this German-Italian designer’s 
style at Mercedes-Benz. Sacco replaced chrome-plated 
opulence with lightness and aerodynamic e�ciency, 
creating a new ideal of automotive beauty as he did so, 
and setting out the future path for the brand with the 
three-pointed star. We talked to the designer personally 
about how he managed to shape not only Mercedes-Benz, 
but also an entire era of automotive history.

What you’re wearing, both of your cars – all blue. 
So it’s obvious what your favourite colour is ...
I like the colour blue because I spent my childhood and 
many holidays since then in Italy, and blue stands for 
the sky, openness, beautiful weather.

You started at Mercedes-Benz in 1958 and stayed 
for 41 years. As Head of Styling from 1975 and 
later Chief Designer, you were responsible for 
the brand’s image and you ultimately shaped an 
entire generation of car-building. How do you 
summarise a career like that from your per-
spective today? 
We built some very effective cars. Yes, I believe I 
can say that. 

E�ective cars?
I’m not one for elaborate language. When I say an e�ec-
tive car, I’m talking about entirely successful, coherent 
vehicles. So by the same token, of course, there are 
also cars that aren’t e�ective: The line doesn’t work; 
the tail is too high; the front exudes no character – a 
car must have a beautiful face. I believe that my C 126 
has one of the most beautiful faces there’s ever been. 

Let’s go back to the mid-1970s. How did you envis-
age the future then? 
The C 111-III comes to mind immediately. It was the 

�rst vehicle that I was responsible for from a design 
perspective, and we only ever built two. It meant a 
great deal of freedom for my team and me, but it was 
also a major challenge. I think what we achieved was 
very successful, given that we saw the C 111-III as an 
opportunity to showcase new stylistics. For me person-
ally, that car represents an important milestone as a 1A 
design object – it enabled us to show what we were 
capable of. I still think that the C 111-III looks like a 
piece of the future. 

Is it correct that many design elements in the C 111-
III were adopted in Mercedes-Benz series-produc-
tion vehicles, or even taken up by the competition?
Yes, that’s true. We received very positive feed-
back when we introduced the C 111-III at the end of 
the 1970s. With its uncompromisingly aerodynamic 
lines, the car included design elements that were 
subsequently seen in Mercedes-Benz models right 
into the 1980s. 

At the beginning of 1975, you became the succes-
sor to Friedrich Geiger, whose masterpiece was 
the legendary 300 SL (W 198). How did it feel to 
follow in Geiger’s footsteps?  
To be completely honest, it felt normal to me.  
I expected it and was pleased; it was somehow my 
turn. When I took up that senior position, one thing we 
were developing was the new S-Class, the 126 series. 
I knew we needed it to meet the highest expectations, 
both of our customers and my employer – that was 
always what I was motivated by. And the result was 
good for about a decade, before the time slowly rolled 

around for a successor S-Class. The W 126 was already 
in line with my vision of the future at that time. We 
had to take new environmental and safety aspects into 
account, and earn the distinction of timelessness: an 
e�ective car should be loved both in its own era and 
as a classic car. The bodywork of the W 126 was lighter, 
kept its shape better, and was more streamlined. We 
designed a new front and rear apron, for example, and 
for the �rst time had windscreen wipers that were 
stowed under the bonnet when not in use, and there 
were the “Sacco panels” – side coverings made from 
plastic, which had not been done before. And I recog-
nised that being responsible for the design rather than 
designing it myself was di�erent altogether. It put me 
in the role of the conductor.

“We built some very e�ective cars. 
Yes, I believe I can say that”
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Bruno Sacco  
worked for 

Mercedes-Benz from 
1958 to 1999. He 

shaped the enduring 
image of the brand 
from 1975. Born in 
Italy, he is consid-

ered one of the most 
important design-
ers in automotive 

history. Among other 
vehicles, he was 

responsible for the 
C 111-III record car, 

the S-Class vehicles 
in the W 126, W 140 

and W 220 series, 
the “Baby-Benz” 
(W 201) and the 

timelessly beautiful 
129 series Roadster. 
The 86-year-old is 

a member of the 
European Auto motive 

Hall of Fame and 
the Auto motive Hall 
of Fame, Dearborn, 
USA, and holds an 

honorary doctorate 
from the Univer-

sity of Udine.
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C 111-III

C 126

A record car with optimised aerodynamics: the first 
Mercedes-Benz that Sacco was responsible for the design of. 
Under his management, the styling department started this 
work at the beginning of 1977, and the C 111-III hit nine new 

long-distance world records a year later. This was made pos-
sible first and foremost by the narrow track, covered wheels, 
deep front with recessed headlights, and the long tapered tail, 
together with a central fin. Iconic! 

The first true “Sacco Car”: the second generation of the S-Class 
came to market in 1979. It was available as a Saloon and a Coupé 
(one of which Bruno Sacco drives to this day). The 126 series 
was the first Mercedes-Benz that was consistently conceived 

for lightweight construction, aerodynamics, and sustainabil-
ity. Its balanced, streamlined design offered excellent struc-
tural engineering and dynamism. The renowned Sacco panels 
debuted in the S-Class, with the amount of chrome in retreat. 
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T I M E T R AV E L

A car that lifts your spirits: “When I look at the SLK, which 
was launched on the market in 1996, it puts a smile on my 
face,” says Bruno Sacco. During the development phase, he 
secured a comparison car in Italy, the dimensions of which 

approximately corresponded to those of the small Roadster, 
and used it for test drives. So for a short time, the SLK (R 170) 
was perhaps Sacco’s “darling”: “It’s also the right car for young 
people who want to have fun.” 

Timeless: The look and feel of the Roadster, which was deliv-
ered for the first time in 1989 and was the successor to the 
R/C 107, seemed to skip several possible model series and is 
considered one of the most beautiful Mercedes-Benz models. 

Sacco’s masterpiece was the first Roadster with an automatic 
rollbar. The car’s thrusting wedge shape and raised tail are 
striking elements of the design. It is designed for optimum 
aerodynamics and enables a very low Cd value.

R 129

SLK
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The 126 series was such a huge success for you 
and your team that you drive a C 126 to this day ...
That’s true. Although my S-Class Coupé now has 
a good 30 years under its belt, I still consider it the 
ideal touring car. My mechanic assures me that I 
could just get in it now and drive straight down to 
Palermo on Sicily. 

Did you have to make a few compromises as 
Chief Designer?
That was part of business – and that’s certainly still 
true. It was mostly not a problem for me. Ultimately, 
we were all working together. But there was one I got 
annoyed about: the W 140, which debuted in 1991 as 
the successor to the W 126. There was a lot of criticism 
of the new S-Class at that time, not unfairly. We had 
to meet certain spatial requirements with the W 140, 
as it was developed at a time when nothing was big 
enough or comfortable enough for our sales depart-
ment. My opinion is that the S-Class released then 
was too tall. It was fortunately very puristic in terms 
of its surfaces and details, and the car sold very well 
outside Germany.

Today, the W 140 is increasingly popular even 
among classic car fans in Germany ...
I’ve noticed that as well. It goes that way with prefer-
ences and tastes. 

Your innovative form concepts set trends world-
wide. Did you have a design philosophy?
I didn’t want the new models to make their prede-
cessors look old. But the most important thing was 
always that customers had to like the cars. My maxim 
was that a Mercedes must look like a Mercedes. New 
developments should never break with the tradition 
or lose that identity. I have always said that model 
 development has to be approached harmoniously.

T I M E T R AV E L

STORIES

You can also take a 
look at many of the 
fascinating  models 
from over 130 years of 
automotive history in 
the Mercedes-Benz  
Museum in Fellbach,  
Stuttgart. 
mercedes-benz.com

Jörg Heuer is the editor-in-chief of the Mercedes-Benz  
classic magazine. He spent three delightful days with  
Bruno Sacco in southern Germany. His full report will be 
published in the next issue of Mercedes-Benz classic  
magazine on 15 May, issue 01.2020.  

“We skipped an era  
with the R 129. Form  
and dynamics are 
almost perfect in their 
connection here”

Let’s talk about the R 129. The successor to the 
R/C 107 does not look like the big brother of the 
previous SL; however, it is considered one of the 
most beautiful Mercedes-Benz models and your 
masterpiece.
Perhaps the preceding model that had a lot of chrome 
was simply on the market a few years too long? It was 
sold from 1971 to 1989 after all – almost two decades. 
We skipped an era with the R 129 (page 41, photo at 
the top right). Form and dynamics are almost perfect 
in their connection here. 

Looking back, what were your greatest 
challenges? 
That would probably be the two model series that 
opened up entirely new segments for us: the 190 E, 
known as the “Baby-Benz”, that debuted in 1982. Its 
design took up many style elements of the C 111-III, for 
example the precise edges and lines that run parallel 
to the ¬ow lines. The tail of the W 201 is one of the 
most beautiful there is in my view. And then of course 
there was also the development of the A-Class, the �rst 
Mercedes-Benz in my time to have a front-wheel drive.

That, with the fact it was the �rst time we were 
designing a car without a tail and nose – it wasn’t 
easy. When we designed the A-Class, we were already 
thinking about alternative drive types. Among other 
considerations, the double floor was introduced, 
which also meant better side-impact protection. It’s 
not my favourite car, but I stand by the form and con-
cept, and the A-Class has developed magnificently 
over the years.

What does driving a car mean to you?
For me, it is absolute freedom.

What’s the next dream you want to ful�l? 
Earlier in life, I would often travel by train with my 
parents, and I’d always go into the driver’s cab at the 
front. I would love to see the classic US steam locomo-
tive Big Boy in action on the railway. This colossus 
spent decades pulling trains up to 40 metres in length 
over the mountains of the US states of Wyoming and 
Utah. A few decades ago, the model was gradually 
taken out of commission, but now it looks like one of 
these fantastic engines is about to make a comeback 
pulling chartered trains. I would really like to see this 
steam locomotive at work.  
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HOTEL CASTEL *****  
Hotel Castel GmbH, GF Daniel Dobitsch, Keschtngasse 18, 39019 Tirol bei Meran, South Tirol, ITALY

T +39 0473 923693, info@hotel-castel.com, www.hotel-castel.com – IT02252660218

The best service and an award-winning cuisine await you.

Passion, professionalism and warmth: the values with which the Dobitsch Family have run their 5-star hotel for 20 years now – awarded Best Hotel in South 
Tyrol by Gault Millau. With just 25 rooms and 20 suites, it is a Mediterranean retreat for sophisticated guests seeking quality over quantity in a private ambience.

In addition to the friendly service, the retreat impresses with its breathtaking location surrounded by vineyards and its exquisite Alpine-Mediterranean cuisine. 
Many say that there is no better hotel to eat at! With an à-la-carte selection that changes daily in the hotel restaurant (inclusive for guests) and in the famous 
2-star Trenkerstube.

Hotel Castel is a unique place to stay thanks to the Carpe Diem spa with large panoramic outdoor pool, numerous saunas and a wide range of treatments, as 
well as many leisure activities all set in beautiful surroundings.

20 x 20 = €400 for you to get to know us:
For our 20th anniversary year, we’re offering you a voucher of up to €400 for your first stay, allowing you to get to know Hotel Castel even better. Simply 
register here to take advantage of the offer: www.hotel-castel.com/Mercedes2020 

HOTEL CASTEL ««««« – HOTEL OF THE YEAR 2020

PROMOTIONExclusive destinations for your dream holidays
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A RC H I T E C T U R E

 
From Kuala Lumpur to 
this facade in Paris: 
Patrick Blanc’s vertical 
gardens improve 
energy efficiency.
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A RC H I T E C T U R E

“ Biophilic architecture” is bringing what people are yearning most  
for to the world’s major cities: more nature in urban spaces

Text by IRIS MYDLACH

Blossoming homes
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A RC H I T E C T U R E

 
Urban oasis: this building 
in a densely populated 
residential district in 
Bogotá is adorned with 
around 115,000 plants 
that purify the air.
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Double effect:
Stefano Boeri’s pair 
of green residential 
towers has been an 
unmistakable feature 
of the Milan skyline 
since 2014.  

 
Tree house reloaded: 
the “25 Verde” 
complex in Turin. 
The architect: 
Luciano Pia

Studies show that nature is conducive  
to creativity, boosts concentration and 
strengthens the immune system

A RC H I T E C T U R E
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A RC H I T E C T U R E

 
Sustainable: the 
Mexican architect 
uses regional 
materials in her 
innovative works. 

 
Tatiana Bilbao’s  
house in Monterrey 
(Mexico) offers a fluid 
transition from nature  
to living space.

Through an arrangement of  
mirrors, the house becomes one  
with its surrounding forest
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F orests can heal, and you feel the e�ects after 
taking just a few steps into the woodland: your 
heartbeat slows down and your breathing 

becomes deeper. A Japanese therapy known as 
“shinrin- yoku” (literally: forest bathing) is taking over 
the Western world, and since its rise to prominence, 
multiple studies have shown that surrounding oneself 
in greenery increases creativity, extends periods of 
concentration and strengthens the immune system.  

It’s no wonder, then, that urbanites frequently yearn 
for more nature in their lives. After all, it can be hard 
to come by within the con�nes of city life. And yet most 
cities have done little to address this yearning of its 
residents. “The demand for organic architecture goes 
back over a century,” says the New York architect 
Mitchell Joachim. “But cities are made of concrete, 
steel and glass.” Joachim doesn’t often stop for breath 
when he talks about his job as an architect and about 
his passion for nature, but in this case he takes a 
moment to re�ect. “Organic construction”, he says, 
“has been possible for a few years. The technology has 
�nally come so far.” 

A bit of greenery does wonders for the climate 
Biophilic building, biophilic design: for Joachim, this 
concept is more than just an architectural fad. Incor-
porating nature into every nook and cranny in the city 
is the only conceivable – indeed, the only reason-
able – approach. Not just because it makes ecological 
sense, but because being in the presence of nature lets 
us slow down and be more aware of our surroundings. 
It enables us to be kinder to ourselves and those 
around us, creating a better climate in every sense of 
the word. But it doesn’t take a whole forest to do this. 
In 2015, researchers in Canada discovered that streets 
lined with individual trees in densely populated resi-
dential areas lead to improved health among residents. 

People need nature. Especially in the city, where 
residents often spend most of their day behind closed 
doors. But green living is beginning to establish itself 

there, as well. In fact, it is taking root everywhere from 
New York to Berlin to Buenos Aires, from train stations 
to urban areas, indoors and outdoors. The architect 
Stefano Boeri has incorporated 900 trees into the two 
residential towers that form his spectacular “Bosco 
Verti cale” – or “vertical forest” – project. The forested 
facade absorbs over 30 tonnes of carbon dioxide and 
80 kilogrammes of particulates every year while cool-
ing the interior by three degrees. A skyscraper in Kuala 
Lumpur boasts increased energy e¢ciency in much the 
same way: here, as well as on the facade of a building 
in Paris, the French landscape architect Patrick Blanc 
has harnessed the potential of incorporating flora 
into buildings. 

Urban oases of comfort for humans and animals
This shift can be witnessed at a much smaller scale  
as well: small �ower meadows can be found at over  
300 bus stops in the Dutch city of Utrecht. Utrechters 
endearingly refer to these as “bee stops”.

It’s no coincidence that Tatiana Bilbao from Mexico 
City was awarded the Marcus Prize for architecture. As 
an architect, she is committed to sustainable living 
solutions that meet the people’s needs. Nature plays  
a leading role in her innovative concepts. Like the  
holiday home in Monterrey, Mexico, whose mirrored 
glass re�ects the trees to assimilate into its forested 
surroundings. 

“Design with Life” is the credo of the Terreform One 
consultancy, at the helm of which is the New York 
architect Mitchell Joachim, introduced at the beginning 
of this article. Here, architects are working with engi-
neers and biologists to develop visionary urban solu-
tions that see trees giving rise to homes, benches made 
from fungal spores, and walls made from bones grown 
in a laboratory. What may seem at odds at first 
becomes completely plausible upon a closer glance: 
Joachim wants to bring technology and biology 
together. He envisions city, people and nature in  
perfect harmony with one another. In other words: 
maximum sustainability. 

A multi-storey building with a butter�y garden built 
into the facade is currently in the works. The idea 
came to Joachim upon hearing how monarch butter-
flies – those stunningly beautiful butterflies with 
vibrant orange and black wings – are dying o�. “We’ve 
lost billions of monarch butter�ies in recent years, 
despite New York being their home. The city has 
become their enemy, so we want to give them their 
own biotope in Manhattan.”   

 
Façade with a garden –  
the butterflies 
flutter about.

 
Mitchell Joachim’s 
architectural vision in 
Manhattan brings 
nature and architecture  
into perfect harmony.

Iris Mydlach moved from Hamburg to the countryside  
two years ago. She misses the city, and green architecture 
would be her golden ticket back to urban life. 
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Text by RÜDIGER BARTH Photos by MERCEDES-BENZ AG

S A F E T Y

We may be dummies … but crash tests are a top priority.  
Mercedes-Benz has been conducting them for 60 years to  
develop technology that ensures safety for everyone on  
the road. The new comedy series “Crash Tales” depicts the daily  
work of two crash-test dummies. A comedy? That’s right! 
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Tommy & Fred 
A typical exchange 
for these two 
dummies: on the left, 
the new guy, pure 
artificial intelligence 
and excitement for 
innovation; on  
the right, the grouchy 
traditionalist

A n EQC* sits quietly in a crash-test cen-
tre. Soon, it will slam into the barrier. 
The scene is cast in glaring light as 

high-resolution cameras prepare to capture 
every millisecond of the impact. This calcu- 
lated crash is one of about a thousand that 
Mercedes-Benz conducts at the crash centre in 
Sindel�ngen every year for development and 
safety purposes.

But what’s that we hear? Voices coming from 
inside the car? Two �gures sit in the vehicle, 
chatting away. Two prattling crash-test dum-
mies. We’re watching an episode of the web 
series “Crash Tales”.

A comedy series set in a crash-test centre … 
seriously? Seriously. No one wants to experi-
ence a wreck. Those who conduct crash tests 

plan them methodically and use the �ndings  
to come up with ideas of how to minimise  
the e�ects of auto accidents. The essential task 
is the best-possible protection for all involved 
by diverting or somehow buffering the 
force of impact. 

Mercedes-Benz adds levity to the subject 
with “Crash Tales”, the brand’s �rst original com-
edy series, highlighting the experiences of two 
crash-test dummies named Fred and Tommy.

We’re such dummies 
Talking animals have long since established 
themselves on the silver screen. But what 
would it be like to see dummies come to life, 
and to explore their thoughts and feelings? 
What if, unnoticed by the technicians, they 

*  EQC 400 4MATIC:  
Combined power 
consumption (kWh/ 
100 km): 20.8–19.7; 
Combined CO2 
emissions (g/km): 0
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The world’s first 
systematic vehicle 
crash: in September 
1959, Mercedes 
rammed a “Fintail”  
into a fixed barrier.

 
A mannequin after a 
simulated accident:  
the head smashed  
into the windscreen. 
How is one to protect 
against that?

 
The first airbags for  
the series! Mercedes 
integrated the 
protective pillow into 
the driver’s side  
of series vehicles in 
1981, and in 1988, the 
passenger got one, too.

 
About 120 dummies 
waiting their turn  
in Sindelfingen  
Since the early days, 
many requirements  
for crash tests have 
been codified. 
Mercedes-Benz also 
conducts its own 
additional tests.

chatted before each crash about something 
important to them? Automated driving, for 
example. Or “Hey Mercedes”, the intuitive 
voice control. Much like us, these dummies 
have hopes and fears. Fred is a seasoned vet-
eran who remembers the pre-air-bag days and 
has always loved the Mercedes tradition. 
Tommy, on the other hand, is an AI robot, a 
rookie  who gets  excited about  the 
next innovation.

Sixty years ago, in September 1959, 
Mercedes-Benz became the first car manu-
facturer to ram a vehicle – a Mercedes W 111 
“Fintail” – against a �xed barrier for the pur-
poses of running tests. The driver-side doors 
were removed so what occurred in the accident 
could be better observed. At the wheel, a 
 mannequin. Dummies �rst buckled in to the 
passenger seat some 50 years ago, their dimen-
sions and weight modelled to replicate humans 
of di�erent sizes. Limbs and extremities were 
like those of humans, too. The modern dummy 
is covered in nearly 200 sensors that can pre-
cisely measure the force and e�ect the impact 
has on individual parts of the body – head, 
neck, chest, pelvis and legs.

Developers’ passion
Cars are safer now than ever. Computer simu-
lations play an integral part in that safety, but 
the complexity of the crash test has so far pro-
hibited them from replacing the procedure 
outright. Tests are currently carried out in the 
Technology Centre for Vehicle Safety, which 
opened in 2016. 

New technology enables new approaches. 
The experimental safety vehicle (or ESF,  
from the German “Experimental-Sicherheits- 
Fahrzeug”) introduced groundbreaking innova-
tions last year, like the LED panels at the front 
and rear that display warnings and information 
to other drivers. Or retractable pedals and a 
steering wheel that are stowed away in the 
automated driving mode.

“Mercedes-Benz stands above all other auto 
brands when it comes to safety, perfection and 
responsibility,” says Natanael Sijanta, director 
of Global Marketing Communications at 
Mercedes-Benz Cars. “Our colleagues in vehi-
cle safety do not only work meticulously, but 
with passion. The comedy series “Crash Tales” 
gives our customers a delightfully funny 
impression of how we bring this passion for 
safety to life.” 

The pioneer of safety
Countless innovations that have made cars safer came from the engi-
neers at Mercedes-Benz, such as the crumple zone, which was incorpo-
rated into the 1959 W 111 Fintail. The Technology Centre for Vehicle Safety 
in  Sindel�ngen opened in 2016. Get an exciting look through its sacred 
 corridors here: mbmag.me/safety
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The making of  
a comedy series:  
the elaborate  
set construction, 
filming, the 
English-speaking 
actors that play 
Tommy (left) and 
Fred (right)

Rüdiger Barth also works in the Looping Studios 
writers’ room that conceived and filmed the series. 
He wishes the heroes of “Crash Tales” many more 
splendid adventures.

The dummies speak English because the 
 YouTube series is designed for a global audi-
ence. The six episodes are short, most not 
longer than a minute, each  consisting of a short 
conversation, the crash, and a punch line, in 
quick succession. A crash-test site was recre ated 
for filming purposes. Two English-speaking 
actors play the dummies, with their gestures 
being captured on a computer and used to ani-
mate the mannequins. 

Sure, Fred is a tough nut. He longs for the 
old days, back when there were no seatbelt 
requirements. But he works for Mercedes-Benz. 
The pioneer of safety. With its engineers 
 working tirelessly to make cars safer. Yes, his 
partner is annoying, full of vim and vigour, a 
know-it-all. But that’s Tommy. 

The new guy learns fast thanks to arti�cial 
intelligence, but he hasn’t yet learned what it 
means to be a dummy in practice. After all, it’s 
not easy to internalise the fundamentals of real 
life, or to understand the real life sitting next to 
him. A grouch. Grizzled. But that’s Fred. 

The two eventually, inevitably learn to get 
along over the course of the series because 
 tradition and innovation are not mutually 
exclusive – on the contrary, they inspire each 
other. And they will continue to do so, always 
putting safety �rst. 

Watch the first of 
six webisodes: 
mbmag.me/crashtales
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p. 60 – The joy of curiosity
p. 70 – Peak performance
p. 74 – With the sea in sight

The car pages in the 
Mercedes me magazineDR I V E

Pioneering spirit
We explore the streets of Paris in the new A-Class with  

its plug-in hybrid drive* – and experience the picturesque 
Atlantic coast of Portugal electrically. Both stories have  

one thing in common: e-mobility is now part of everyday life

*A 250e: weighted fuel consumption (l/100 km): 1.6–1.4; weighted power consumption (kWh/100 km): 15.3–14.6; 
weighted CO2 emissions (g/km): 36–32
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A
Curious and alert: 
Margaux Hammer, 
founder of the 
Curiosity Club

Dawn: the A-Class with 
plug-in hybrid drive

A- C L A S S

Model 
Mercedes-Benz 
A 250e

Weighted fuel 
consumption 
(l/100 km)*:

 →  1.6–1.4
Weighted power 
consumption 
(kWh/100 km)*:

 →  15.3–14.6
Weighted CO2 
emissions (g/km)*:

 → 36–32
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The joy of curiosity 

E Q P OW E R

Five years ago, Margaux Hammer founded a network  
for women in the working world – she connects 
professionals from various industries and backgrounds, 
from Paris to Mumbai. We joined her on a trip in an 
A 250e* through her home town, Paris 

Text by HENDRIK LAKEBERG Photos by STEPHANIE FÜSSENICH
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M argaux Hammer holds a mug of fresh co�ee 
and watches the sun slowly ascend over Paris. 
She is standing by the window on the top 

�oor of a co-working building on the Place de Clichy. 
From here, she can see the Sacré-Cœur  Basilica, a hall-
mark of Paris, shining from a hilltop while the city 
below catches its  rst rays of dawn.

The moment is particularly poignant for Hammer, 
as she doesn’t get up here every day to see Paris wake. 
“I don’t have a set routine. Each day is di�erent,” she 
says. Taking a seat at a table amid the modern furnish-
ings of the co-working space’s common area, which 
occupies the entire level, she opens her laptop and sets 
about answering emails and making a quick call.

The quiet enchantment of the morning suits the 
founder of the Curiosity Club, a community that has 
brought together 5,000 women worldwide. For  Hammer, 

joy and so much more spring from curiosity. After all, 
her own curiosity inspired her to create the club in 
2015. “My dad travelled a lot for work”, she says, “and 
now and then he brought me and my siblings with him. 
That stoked my curiosity about the world.” 

Speci cally, the world abroad, but also the world at 
home, including her circle of close longtime friends. 
“We’ve all known each other since primary school, and 
we’ve always made sure we kept in contact even 
though we ended up living in di�erent places and have 
taken different paths. One friend is a journalist, 
another is a comedian, there’s a doctor and a butcher,” 
she explains. Whenever they got together, they talked 
family, relationships and caught each other up on  
their private lives, but almost never discussed work. 
Why not though? It occurred to Hammer that they 
could learn a lot more from each other. Work has 

Sun salutation: 
Margaux Hammer in 
her co-working 
space in Paris

A- C L A S S
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a�orded each of them an entirely di�erent perspective 
on daily life and the world as a whole, and those who 
have managed to make their passion their career have 
found a greater purpose. Hammer had at the time just 
 nished law school and was simply curious as to how 
her friends had ended up working in their respec-
tive  elds. 

She suggested they shake things up a bit and take 
turns at future get-togethers talking about their  
jobs while the others asked follow-up questions.  
“I originally invited my girlfriends to my place and said 
they could each bring a girlfriend along. It was impor-
tant to me that only women attended, but it grew from 
there. When I told them what I had in mind, we were at 
a bar and a woman next to us overheard and said she 
thought the idea was great. So she helped me  nd a 
bigger space.”

Global community
The event quickly gained momentum and grew: 
 Hammer’s apartment served as an intimate event 
space that provided catering. Word had spread fast 
beyond her circle of friends; the second guest to walk 
in the door was the marketing director of the French 
luxury brand Cartier. 

The community that was born in Paris has  
gone international since its  rst meeting, with local 
Curiosity Club chapters popping up in Lille, London, 
and recently Mumbai. In 2018, Hammer left her law 
career behind to dedicate herself completely to 
her start-up.

What started as a �ash of an idea has become her 
raison d’être, one she has carefully cultivated without 
losing sight of its quintessence – curiosity. This is 
 evident from the roster of guest speakers: instead  

Delectable dining: 
the Grand Central 

Restaurant in 
Centquatre-Paris

Stopover at 
Centquatre-Paris, the 
cultural centre in the 
19th arrondissement

Morning chill: 
Hammer warms up 
in the A-Class.
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A new way to  
travel: the A 250e  
is one of several 
plug-in hybrid 
Mercedes models.

 “Being open, humble 
and respectful 
makes a breeding 
ground for curiosity”, 
says Hammer.



of giving the microphone to tech heads and entrepre-
neurs, as vogue might dictate, a club event is more 
likely to be chaired by, say, a naval o�cer, or even a 
police inspector. 

A jolt of energy
More recent speakers include a nun and a cognac 
expert from a major French luxury company. “It’s 
exciting to be with and learn from people we wouldn’t 
normally meet,” says Hammer. “We want to inspire 
because we are inspired in turn. I can’t tell you how 
often guests have said that these evenings with us have 
given them a jolt of energy.”

The Curiosity Club’s exclusive admission of women 
has strengthened the sense of community. “We’re not 
against men,” Hammer says with a laugh. “But it’s also 
nice when it’s just us ladies.” And you can be sure that 

when the topic turns from new movies and exhibitions 
to priceless parking spaces, and then over to new jobs 
and on to newer friendships, it’s always about network-
ing for Margaux Hammer. 

The sun by now has climbed higher and shines 
brighter in the Parisian sky. We’re driving through  
the 19th arrondissement in the new A 250e with the 
plug-in hybrid drive. The A-Class marries the dynamic 
and e�ciency of an electric motor with the long range 
of a combustion engine. It was practically made 
for explorers. 

We arrive at the Centquatre, a historic district that 
the city decided to turn into a cultural centre in 2008 
and renamed Centquatre-Paris. A trade show for virtu-
al-reality technology is being held in the inner court-
yard as we arrive, and the innovations on display are 
jaw-dropping.

Cosy atmosphere: 
oysters are the stars 
at L’Huitrerie Régis. 

Happy as a clam:  
the menu includes 
other mussel dishes.

The oyster bar 
is run by friends of 
Margaux Hammer.
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Plug-in hybrids are nothing less than a milestone on the  
path to emission-free driving: the battery charges by recu-
peration or through a power supply. Under the label  
EQ Power, Mercedes-Benz Cars is constantly developing  
and refining its range of plug-in hybrids. Current example:  

the Mercedes-Benz A 250e combines (electric) driving 
 pleasure with everyday utility and economy for compact 
 sustainability perfectly suited to city life. Learn more about  
the new plug-in hybrids at:
mbmag.me/Plug-in-Hybrid

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS: A-CLASS WITH EQ POWER

Model 
Mercedes-Benz 
A 250e

Weighted fuel 
consumption 
(l/100 km)*:

 →  1.6–1.4
Weighted power 
consumption 
(kWh/100 km)*:

 →  15.3–14.6
Weighted CO2 
emissions (g/km)*:

 → 36–32
Colour:

 → mountain grey 
magno

Gearbox:
 → automatic

Cylinder arrange-
ment/number:

 → R4
Engine size (cc):

 → 1,332
Nominal capacity  
(kW in rpm):

 → 118/5,500
Nominal capacity 
(E-Drive kW):

 → 75
Max. system and 
nominal capacity 
(kW):

 → 160
Top speed (km/h):

 → 235
Acceleration  
(0–100 km/h):

 → 6.6 s
Efficiency class:

 → A+

*Values vary according to 
wheel/tyre combination.
For more information  
on the measurement 
procedure, please 
see page 8

For more information, 
scan the QR code. 
mbmag.me/a250e

E Q P OW E R
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A network for highly quali�ed women
As the CEO, Margaux Hammer needs to represent busi-
ness interests with her start-up. To that end, she works 
with name brands such as Mercedes-Benz and is even 
expanding the Curiosity Club’s audience with a podcast 
and video content. This way, not only those who attend 
events can bene t from the talks held by the guests 
invited, but as many people as possible. Companies are 
interested, too, and reach out to Hammer because she 
holds the key to a vast network of highly qualified 
women in the work force.  “Companies with a high pro-
portion of female  employees are, generally speaking, 
more successful than companies whose employees are 
mostly men,” Hammer says. 

The club chapter in Mumbai was started on the ini-
tiative of a French woman living in the city. Hammer 

con ded in her a desire to bring something new into 
the world, and returned from the  rst event deeply 
inspired. “I really noticed how rewarding it is to stay 
open, humble, respectful. That’s the breeding ground 
for curiosity.” Her guest speakers embody all the 
same qualities. 

Sitting down for dinner at L’Huitrerie Régis, an oys-
ter bar owned by some of her friends, Hammer tells the 
story of a ballerina who recently spoke at a club event 
in Paris. The renowned choreographer Benjamin 
Millepied invited the dancer – very much to her 
 surprise – to be the  rst ballerina for the Paris Opera 
Ballet. Hammer at  rst was worried that such a prom-
inent  gure might not accept an invitation. But the 
ballerina came to the event. And the stories she told 
thrilled the community all the more. 

A- C L A S S

 L’Huitrerie Régis
The quaint oyster bar is  
run by friends of Hammer, 
and is the perfect place  
to relax, enjoy molluscs  
and sip French wine  
after a stroll through  
St Germain des Pres.
w3w.co/alarm.
hairpin.guarded

 Montmartre
A walk through Mont- 
martre and up the hill to  
Sacré-Cœur is best  
enjoyed in the early  
morning. Cap the day  
with a sojourn at the 
restaurant Marcel.
w3w.co/jokers.
wells.hasten

 #104Paris
The Centquatre in the 19th 
arrondissement hosts a vari-
ety of events and activities. 
Whether you’re interested in 
theatre, music, tech or more, 
find something to your liking 
on their website 104.fr.
w3w.co/turkeys. 
mixed.link

 Centre Pompidou
This extravagant building 
has been one of the city’s 
most lively museums  
for decades. Ideal for  
those seeking new impres- 
sions of historic Paris.
w3w.co/melons.
mailbox.eager
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what3words is a simple navigation system that lets you find the precise location of any place in the world using just three words. 
More information on page 8

This magazine is  
also available for 
download in the  
App Store and on 
Google Play: 
mbmag.me/ios 
mbmag.me/android
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Open to the world: 
Margaux Hammer 
wants to inspire.



Peak performance
Sporty, innovative, e�cient, and a lot of fun: with the latest 
assistance systems and one of the most dynamic chassis  
in its class, the best-selling model of Mercedes-Benz has 
overtaken every other vehicle in its segment 

C- C L A S S

Model 
Mercedes-Benz 
C 300

Fuel consumption 
(l/100 km)*

 → urban:  
8.8–7.9
 → extra-urban: 
5.3–4.8
 → combined: 
6.5–6.0 

Combined CO2 
emissions (g/km):

 → 149–136
Colour:

 → designo diamond 
white bright

Gearbox:
 → automatic

Cylinder 
arrangement/
number:

 → R4
Engine size (cc):

 → 1.991
Nominal capacity  
(kW in rpm):

 → 190/5,800–6,100 
Top speed:

 → 250 km/h
Acceleration  
(0–100 km/h):

 → 6 s
Efficiency class:

 → B

* These values may vary 
depending on the wheel/
tyre combination. For 
more information on the 
measurement procedure, 
please see page 8
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Accommodating
Problem-free park-
ing: with cameras 
on its radiator 
grille, tailgate and 
wing mirrors, the 
C-Class helps you 
pull in and out of 
parking spaces.

Unifying
The photographer 
Lukas Magerl drove 
the C 300 through 
Austria. You can see 
his pictures on the 
Mercedes-Benz Ins-
tagram page (more 
information on p. 73).

Illuminating
The MULTIBEAM 
LED headlamps  
consist of 84 indi- 
vidually controllable 
LEDs: the lighting 
system offers a 
good view at any 
time of the day.

Lively
AGILITY SELECT gives 
you an all-new driving 
sensation at the push 
of a button: select 
from four pre-pro-
grammed modes 
or create your own 
individual setting.

C- C L A S S
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Even in its seventh year of production, the C-Class has remained a 
pioneer with high ambitions. Whether as a saloon, estate, coupé or 
cabriolet, it has long been the largest and most successful family of 
Mercedes-Benz passenger cars – and a real champion on the 
streets, to boot. The front seats feature three di�erent massage 
functions to choose from, turning them into oases of comfort. The 
64 colours of ambient lighting bring the interior to life. With Ener-
gizing Comfort Control and a versatile fragrance system with a 

scent for every mood, driving becomes a genuine wellness experi-
ence. And thanks to precise sensors, the C-Class also ful�ls all of 
your wishes in terms of driving dynamics and safety: the Active 
Distance Assist Distronic keeps a close watch on the tra�c ahead 
and automatically adjusts the speed to maintain the desired dis-
tance. It even recognises road signs to adapt to the current speed 
limit at the push of a button. And the new hybrid version of the 
C-Class boasts impressive e�ciency.

C- C L A S S 
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Indulgent
The optional 
Energizing Comfort 
Control combines 
lights, sounds 
and fragrances  
to create a lively  
or a relaxed  
atmosphere.

Harmonious
Luxury at your finger-
tips. The new multi-
functional steering 
wheel with Touch 
Control buttons 
makes navigating the 
media system more 
intuitive than ever.

Modern
The hybrid system’s 
lithium-ion battery 
charges from  
10 to 100 per cent  
in just 1.5 hours  
when plugged into  
Mercedes-Benz 
Wallboxes.

Practical
The latest generation  
of Comand Online 
offers fast navi-
gation, as well as 
alerts and informa-
tion about petrol 
prices and vacant 
parking spaces.

Mercedes-Benz 
on Instagram

Lukas Magerl isn’t 
the only photogra-
pher to embark on a 
road trip on behalf of 
Mercedes-Benz. The 
brand’s Instagram 
features travel blog-
gers, filmmakers  
and influencers 
who offer their own 
unique look at the 
new vehicles. You 
will find coopera-
tions like these and  
much more using 
the hashtag 
#MBsocialcar. 

Have we piqued 
your curiosity? 
mbmag.me/
instagram

Scan the QR 
code for more 
information. 
mbmag.me/cclass
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Noble, natural, 
renewable: cork bark

Touring the rugged 
Atlantic coast 
with two EQCs

E Q C

EQC
Model  
EQC 400 4MATIC

Combined power 
consumption 
(kWh/100 km)*: 

 → 20.8–19.7
Combined CO2 
emissions (g/km)*: 

 → 0
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With the sea in sight

E Q C

Marlon Lipke, Germany’s most successful surfer, grew up on  
the south coast of Portugal. From the cockpit of the EQC*, he takes us 
on a tour of sustainable projects that make the region remarkable

Text and photos by FLORIAN ROSER
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A waverider’s 
paradise: on the 
beach of Sagres

Craft with tradition: 
cork processing

Clearing space  
for sand castles: 
volunteers 
 collecting waste

Surfboard on the 
roof? A must-have  
for the Atlantic

E Q C

T his city changes with the ebb and �ow of the 
tide of tourism. Lagos, Portugal in early Novem-
ber is a dreamy hideaway with its steep, narrow 

alleys. The last rivulets of a recent rain shower steam 
on the cobblestones as we meet Marlon Lipke, who, 
unlike the many tourists and travellers with their con-
verted Mercedes-Benz Sprinters that populate the 
beach, actually lives here, in the south-west of the 
Algarve. The surfer may have German and Danish 
roots, but he was born and raised in Lagos and has 
made it his home.

He has chosen the weekly market as the meeting 
point. Like his father, this is where he prefers to do his 
shopping, and where a bit of small talk with the ven-
dors comes with every purchase. He buys some fruit 

and nuts: “Provisions for the road”, he says, grinning. 
True to his word, no sooner has the EQC hit the streets 
than Lipke is in the back seat, cracking shells. And so 
we begin a tour of Portugal’s sustainable side.

It’s always been sustainable
The �rst stop on our road trip takes us East into the 
Algarve’s outback. The region is famous – not only 
among wine lovers – for its  traditional and sparkling 
wine, but for a far more  multifaceted natural product 
harvested by hand: cork. We visit a cork factory that 
has been processing the material according to family 
tradition since the 1800s. Here, we learn about cork’s 
many uses: it is not just ideal for stopping up wine bot-
tles, but also for surfacing furniture and for insulation.

This magazine is also 
available to read in 
the App Store and on 
Google Play: 
mbmag.me/ios 
mbmag.me/android
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Lipke then takes the wheel of the EQC, steering it 
through the winding streets and enjoying the handling 
of its electric drive. The picturesque roads lead us past 
wind turbines and eventually to the beaches of Sagres, 
Portugal’s south-westernmost point. The great, daunt-
ing waves of the Atlantic crash on the many coves of 
the windswept coast. It’s a good thing we have the 
sur�oards strapped to the roof of the EQC.

Like oating
With the Fortaleza de Sagres sea fort as his backdrop, 
Lipke explains a few sur�oard drills for staying on the 
board that we can do on dry land. Having a profes-
sional as your coach is a one-of-a-kind experience –  
and surfing, as we soon learn, is a one-of-a-kind 

challenge. We stay in the shallow water to practise 
standing on the board mid-wave. Further down the 
shore, in the realm of the pros, huge waves smash onto 
the beach. Lipke shakes salt water from his blonde hair. 
“I couldn’t live anywhere there’s no ocean”, he shouts 
over the roar of the sea. By the end of the day, we know 
just what he means, as we �op from exhaustion into 
the EQC and drive north to Alentejo. Hostess Berny 
Serrão welcomes us warmly to our accommodation at 
Paraiso Escondido, where we feel almost like family. 
Serrão and her husband conceived this quaint eco- 
resort as a place where guests can tune into nature to 
recuperate physically and spiritually. 

Produce is grown on site or bought directly  
from local providers as a matter of course. This 

E Q C

The EQC – or, the Mercedes of electric vehicles – scores big 
with its distinct design and meets every demand for quality, 
safety and comfort. The 300 kW system output guarantees 

dynamic driving enjoyment. This is what comfortable, 
 everyday electromobility looks like. Read all about it here: 
mbmag.me/EQC

EQC 

Scan the QR code for 
more information. 
mbmag.me/EQC

* Electric energy 
consumption and range 
have been determined on 
the basis of Regulation 
(EC) No 692/2008. 
Electric energy 
consumption and range 
depend on the vehicle 
configuration. For more 
information on the 
measurement procedure, 
please see page 8

**NEDC: New European 
Driving Cycle, designed to  
assess power consumpion

Model  
EQC 400 4MATIC

Combined power 
consumption 
(kWh/100 km)*: 

 → 20.8–19.7
Combined CO2 
emissions (g/km)*: 

 → 0
Range (km,  
acc. to NEDC**):

 → up to 471
Rated output  
(kW/hp):

 → 300/408
Acceleration  
(0-100 km/h)

 → 5,1 s
Top speed (km/h):

 → 180 (limited)
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E Q C

1  Cork factory
A visit to the cork factory 
shows the many uses of this 
natural material, and how it 
is harvested and processed 
sustainably. The owners 
follow an old family tradition.
w3w.co/fanfare.
tailed.matrons

3  Paraiso Escondido 
Arriving at the eco-resort  
in Alentejo feels like  
a welcome return.  
Berny Serrão wants  
guests to rejuvenate in 
harmony with nature.  
w3w.co/crumples.
juvenile.squids

what3words is a simple navigation system that lets you find the precise location of any place in the world using just three words. 
More information on page 8

part of Portugal does not thrive on mass tourism, but 
on the conscious use of its resources. You taste it. 
You feel it. 

After our stay, we head further north toward 
 Comporta, a seaside resort, where we meet up with the 
crew from Ocean Alive, an initiative dedicated to 
 protecting the sea.

At work for nature
We are greeted by Raquel Gaspar, a woman of action. 
She gives us a quick rundown before setting us on our 
mission of clearing washed-up debris o� the beach of 
the Sado Estuary Natural Reserve. At our side are local 
�shermen who have long understood how important 
the ocean is, and soon, without a word exchanged 

among us, the �shermen, the Ocean Alive crew, and 
ourselves are working as one single-minded team. We 
quickly amass a mountain of garbage, a fact we ponder 
on the �nal leg to Lisbon. 

Lipke and a few friends operate a café, Comoba, in 
the middle of the city. There, you can enjoy organic 
treats from regional ingredients grown in season. He 
tells us over a �at white that the café is trying to source 
avocados cultivated in Portugal, with the aim of o�er-
ing the popular avocado toast. 

Lipke pursues his passions for surfing and 
 gastronomy with conviction. As we say our goodbyes, 
he  promises us another surf lesson when we meet 
again. And of course we will come back. What we expe-
rienced here was only the beginning. 

1

2

3

4

Seville

Lisbon

Faro

2  Comoba
Marlon Lipke and friends run 
Comoba, a café in Lisbon. 
They offer snacks made  
from regional ingredients. 
The atmosphere suits  
the city’s relaxed charm.
w3w.co/call.
holds.sponsors

4  Burgau
Steep roads lead from this 
idyllic spot in the Algarve 
directly to the beach. 
Protected by large rocks, 
Praia do Burgau beach offers 
calm bathing pleasure  
with a stunning backdrop.  
w3w.co/minimalists.
attach.imperfect

Just register. Then 
charge. With 
Mercedes me Charge

Mercedes me Charge 
offers you unre-
stricted access  
to public charging 
stations in the 
Mercedes me 
Charge network, 
one of the biggest 
charging net-
works in Europe.
With both MBUX 
multi media system 
and the Mercedes 
me app, you have the 
location, availability 
and price of the 
selected charging 
station at your 
fingertips. The 
navigation system
installed in the car 
also receives 
relevant information 
about the charging 
stations and can 
even factor them into 
your chosen route. 
Activate the charg ing 
station through 
the MBUX multi-
media system,  
the Mercedes me 
app or with your 
Mercedes me  
Charge charging 
card. And, of course, 
payment is simple 
and hassle-free, 
occurring automat-
ically and transpar-
ently each month. 
Because it 
should be easy.

For more information, 
scan the QR code. 
mbmag.me/mecharge

PORTUGAL SPAIN
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Resting up:  
Marlon Lipke 
takes a break.



Sustainable inspiration: news from Mercedes-Benz

FAC T S

Trends and technology
In January, the fashion world was abuzz 
with the Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week 
Berlin, which is de�ned in its 25th season 
by the topics of sustainability and digita-
lisation. Visitors were awed and inspired 
by the spectacular fashion shows, and 
by the fashion conferences Fashiontech 
and Fashionsustain. Fashion is currently 
experiencing a signi�cant upheaval, one 
that Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Berlin 
has come through with �air and pizzazz. 
It will show off these traits again in the 
summer. You can see it from 29 June to 
1 July in Berlin. 
mbfw.berlin
@mbfw.berlin

O	 the job and on the greens
The Mercedes-Benz After 
Work Golf Cup (AWGC) is the 
perfect event for any hobby 
golfers who are looking for the 
next sporty challenge. From 
April to September this year, 
3,100 tournaments will be 
held on over 300 golf courses 
all across Germany, and are 
open to all players regardless 
of their handicap. In addition 
to the brisk nine-hole rounds, 
the daily prizes totalling 
€350,000 are sure to make the 
AWGC even more irresistible.  
awgc.com

World Equestrian Festival
The Concours Hippique Inter-
national Officiel in Aachen, 
Germany is a major premier 
event in equestrian sport. 
Here, the best equestrian ath-
letes in the world will meet 
from 29 May to 7 June to 
demonstrate their mastery of 
show jumping, dressage, event-
ing and vaulting.
chioaachen.de/en

15 years of pop history with Felix Jaehn 
The Mercedes-Benz Mixed Tape celebrates 15 years and millions of 
fans with a “Best of Mixed Tape” edition. DJ Felix Jaehn has curated 
15 songs that tell recent pop history. It is available as a playlist on 
all music streaming platforms. fanlink.to/MixedTape
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FAC T S

Mercedes-Maybach distinguishes itself with modern 
luxury like few other brands. It represents not only 
exclusivity, maximum comfort and modern technol-
ogy, but a certain feeling one is sure to capture as 
soon as you step inside the new GLS 600 4MATIC:  
electrically lowering running boards made of anod-
ised aluminium provide comfortable entry. The 
series-standard ambient lighting welcomes the pas-
senger into the spacious interior. The door panels, 
seats, back seat and parcel shelf can be illuminated 
in any of 64 colours, combining with the lighted roof 
liner to create a comforting atmosphere and relaxing 
journey to your destination.

A centre console can be installed in the back to make 
the rear seats with their series-standard massage 
function even more comfortable. The roomy back seat 
area has enough space to let you stretch your legs. 
After enjoying a break, the fold-out tables help you 
get to work.  

The �rst-ever included Maybach drive mode and an 
exclusive signature scent are also ready to impress. 
Modern luxury – immediately felt in the GLS – is all 
in the details. But it reveals itself in a one-of-a-kind 
driving feeling that you can only experience in a 
Mercedes-Maybach.
mbmag.me/maybachgls

In the lap of luxury
The new Mercedes-Maybach GLS 600 4MATIC combines roomy freedom  
with the DNA of a saloon and the strength of an SUV

* The stated values vary 
depending on tyre/wheel 
combination. 
For more information  
on the measurement 
procedure, please  
see page 8

Model 
Mercedes-Maybach 
GLS 600 4MATIC

Fuel consumption 
(l/100 km)*: 

 → urban: 15.7
 → extra-urban: 9.5
 → combined: 11.8 

Combined CO₂ emis-
sions (g/km)*: 

 → 269 g/km
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I was five years 
old when I started 
dreaming of being 

a racing driver. When I was 
eight, I started racing. I didn’t 
really understand the road that 
was ahead of me. I just liked to 
have fun. My dad helped lay 
the foundation.

In our first year, he held 
down four jobs at one par-
ticular time so that we could 
a�ord to go karting. He and my 
stepmum made every  single 
sacri�ce for me: they actually 
struggled to put a roof over 
our heads. I’m so grateful 
for everything my family has 
done for me.

My main challenges? We 
faced a lot of hurdles back 
in those days: we didn’t have 
the money to continue racing 

each weekend, we were the 
only black people on the race 
circuit, we didn’t know a lot 
about the sport, I was slightly 
smaller than everyone else 
and got bullied on the track. 
We were constantly faced  
with adversity, but that’s where 
you gain your strength and 
that’s where you show your 
true colours. 

Not everyone has equal 
chances growing up. There 
are a lot of kids around the 
world who don’t have access 
to education. The world is still 
divided. There still is racism, 
there still is poverty, there still 
is inequality. 

But there are organisations 
and people who do something 
about it. I think it’s great to 
see Mercedes-Benz getting 

involved and giving children 
around the world hope and 
a perspective, because these 
kids are our future, and it 
doesn’t take a huge amount to 
spark a pure spirit, does it?

We need to start encour-
aging our neighbours and 
friends to want to do the same 
thing. I believe we can always 
do more. I’m always look-
ing to do more.

Like �ghting against animal 
cruelty, or working for better 
edu cation. I will work hard 
to  neutralise my carbon foot-
print in the years that I have 
left. I want to be like a beam 
of light inspiring young kids, 
and I am really trying to be  
that, because I 
believe it’s part of 
my bigger purpose.

What drives you?

 
Lewis Hamilton recently won his 
sixth Formula 1 title. He has always 
been outspoken on a variety of  
issues, from sustainability to  
education. On the occasion of  
the 20th anniversary of Laureus  
Sport for Good Foundation, he 
talks about his commitment to  

children and young  
adults. Watch the  
whole video here:  
mbmag.me/ 
laureus2020 PH
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Change the game for kids.
Get kids off the street and transform their lives through sports. Laureus 
Sport for Good harnesses the power of sport to help young people 
overcome violence, discrimination and disadvantage, proving that 
sport can change the world. We change the game for kids together 
with Laureus Sport for Good, an initiative by Mercedes-Benz.

Become part of the Laureus Sport for Good movement:  
Mercedes-Benz.com/Laureus
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A watch that is at home 
where man braves 

the elements.

MADE FOR THOSE WHO DO.

Tutima M2 Pioneer 

Functional, reliable, tough. An exciting automatic chronograph  
with the latest technology and materials

Sweep minute stop chronograph · Ref. 6451-02
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